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Rubbing Strips

DGJ500020PCL 
Range Rover Sport - 2005 - 2013
Protect your bodywork from dents and 
scrapes with a smart set of 4 solid and 
durable bodyside moulding strips.

Massive Price Reduction

DA1682
1:43 scale
1957 Series 1 88”
Registered PSL 193 and owned by Mark 
Saville who is on the editorial staff of Land 
Rover Owner International magazine, the 
Land Rover is affectionately known as 
Plimsoll!  Decorated in the bronze green 
of the original with green canvas back, 
registration plate PSL 193, on the back of 
Plimsoll there is a printed list of the key 
places and dates it has travelled on tour, 
starting with a trip to Iceland in 2004 and 
still going strong!  

Raptor 2K Aerosol
DA6644 
400ml aerosol - single can 
Use 2K RAPTOR aerosols to touch up your Land Rover’s lower 
panels, wheel arches, bumpers, roll bars and many other vulnerable 
areas.
Easy to activate using the valve on the base. 
No measuring required.
> Superior durability
> UV Protection
> Chemical and abrasion resistant
> Water resistant finish keeps moisture out, protecting against rust 

and corrosion
> Use on multiple substrates from original paint, metals, rigid plastic, 

fibreglass, polyester body fillers, wood and more
> Ideal for small jobs and bed liner repairs
> Easy no mess, no clean-up application vs traditional spray 

equipment
> Easy to activate
> Create a range of textured ‘gun’ finishes from one can
> Patented delivery system

Series Model

DA4744 
AlliSport uprated high output heater matrix 
for the late Defender. This fits the late 
model, right hand drive (including some 
LHD NAS Spec) Defender, but please check 
your application before ordering!

Larger matrix has twice the capacity of 
standard, increases heat output and 
improves windscreen demisting times. 
The cores are the highest quality vacuum 
brazed designs with louvred fins and TIG 
welded by hand. Only requires some small 
mods to the heater box to install.

Not suitable for Puma 2.4 and 2.2 vehicles.

DA2666   Discovery 4
Complete a full aftermarket head unit 
installation from start to finish with this 
installation kit, containing everything you 
need for a perfect upgrade in one box. 
Note: Only compatible with stereos that 
have a front face dimension of 178mm x 
96mm.
> Allows for the installation of a double DIN 

aftermarket stereo
> Allows for relocation and retention of 

OEM clock

> Includes mounting brackets and fitting 
accessories

> Retains steering wheel control 
functionality

> Retains OEM MOST amplified system
> Retains phone button functionality
> Provides outputs for speed pulse, park 

brake and reverse gear
> Updateable via USB
> Comes with universal patch lead for the 

plug and play connection of the kit to any 
brand of aftermarket head unit

Defender High 
Output Heater 
Matrix

Discovery 4 - Double DIN Fitting Kit
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